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Foreword
I am deeply indebted to Shivanand Shirkole and Aparupa Pani for undertaking the task of going
over meticulously over hundreds of pages of text to select a small number of my editorials of
broad interest and some original thinking on the role of R & D in national economic
development.
Sometimes I refer to research in drying technologies as my research career started with focus on
drying but quickly expanded to other areas of broad academic and industry interest. My research
over nearly five decades was always driven by strategic target-oriented themes.
There is ample statistical evidence that demonstrates the critical role higher education, academic
research and industrial R & D play in enhancing the GDP and the standard of living of any
nation. The rapid emergence of China in practically every field within just three decades is a
testament to the importance of higher education and research. China devotes almost twenty times
the resources India devotes to research which has resulted in an order-of-magnitude output of
research papers and number of researchers in the country. Aside from sheer numbers a jump in
quality of the outcomes is essential as well. All countries need to support their educational
institutions at all levels and also promote R and D in all fields ranging from sciences to
engineering to social sciences and management. My focus, however, has been on science and
technology.
I hope readers will be inspired by these brief editorials and thoughts presented therein. As
always, I would be happy to hear from academics, industry practitioners as well as policy makers
about the content of this freely downloadable e-book.

Arun S. Mujumdar
www.arunmujumdar.com

Preface
This concise compilation of short editorials written by Professor Arun S. Mujumdar of McGill
University, Canada, should be a valuable report on the role of R and D on national economies
and global competitiveness. It is important to know why it is needed, how it should be prioritized
and how international networking in a cross-disciplinary manner can be effective. It is important
to note how some countries have rocketed to excellence in science and technology while others
have languished at a lower level and become dependent on other countries to provide new
technologies. We have kept India’s interests in R and D in selecting the editorials here but these
should be of much broader interest.
Leadership in innovation needs adequate support of R and D in both public and private sectors
and active cooperation between the two. China for example spends over 2 per cent of its already
high GDP on R and D while India spends just about 0.7 percent of its GDP which is only about
one-sixth of China’s in 2018. This massive gulf is reflected in much lower outcomes in
scientific, technological and economic developments. A three-fold increase in percentage of
GDP attributed to carefully selected strategic R and D is necessary to elevate India’s economic
position.
We believe that much education is needed to inform the decision makers in private and public
sectors so they can appreciate the needs and opportunities for R and D essential for accurate
growth of India’s economy. This can be done as China has amply demonstrated to the world. In
this connection we strongly recommend the recent book entitled some thoughts on role of higher
education R&D in economic development by Professor Arun S. Mujumdar.
As always, we welcome reader’s feedback.

Shivanand S. Shirkole
ICT Mumbai, ICT-IOC Odisha Campus, Bhubaneswar

Aparupa Pani
KIIT University, Bhubaneswar
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Listen to anyone with an original idea, no matter how absurd it may
sound at first. If you put fences around people, you get sheep. Give
people the room they need.
-William McKnight
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Editorial No. 1

R&D and Engineering Innovations
Innovation is accepted widely as the engine that drives economic growth. While in the old
economy individual companies could carry out all R&D in-house to support and develop new
processes and products, globalization of the new economy requires a new model of innovation.
Management gurus generally agree that networks and collaborations spanning the globe are the
new paradigm for economic growth. R&D is no longer centralized and confined to large
corporations but it is now dispersed widely around the globe in medium and small-scale firms as
well. Many large corporations now seek innovative technologies internationally regardless of
where they reside. Innovators are distributed well around the developed as well as the developing
world. However, conditions are not always conducive to carrying out innovative work in various
parts of the world. The world is getting flatter but is not yet flat enough when it comes to R&D
effort and opportunities.
As R&D becomes more complex and expensive, it is natural to think of combining
synergistically the limited financial and human resources scattered around the world to tackle
major projects. Industrial R&D can be and increasingly should be supplemented by academic
research. As the share of basic research by industry has declined steadily (to just about 4% in the
United States and much lower elsewhere), the number of university-industry ties has increased
according to data for the United States. Smaller firms cannot afford to carry out basic research
and yet they depend on such research for their long-term profitability or even survival.
Furthermore, innovation has become more cross-disciplinary and hence more difficult for
smaller firms. Academic institutions by their very nature of interdisciplinary faculties and large
pool of talent, both professors and students, are ideally positioned to help small and medium-size
enterprises meet their R&D and innovation needs. It is also easier for academic institutions to
network collaboratively rather than competitively. On the negative side, industry may look at this
as a problem in maintaining confidentiality and IP rights.
Most of the research results that appear in the public domain are carried out with government
grants. Often there are direct or indirect strings attached to them. This can make academics lose
certain core competencies based on decisions of nontechnical personnel. Often, such decisions
1|Page
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may be based on what other major economic powerhouses are doing regardless of the economic,
social, and industrial environment of such nations. Newer areas tend to receive preferential
treatment. This is fine except that this approach can lead to excessive R&D in some areas with
lower return on investment at the cost of other deserving areas. Overcrowding of certain fields
has been a common phenomenon over the past three decades. Of course, overpopulation leads to
atrophy of some fields when grating agencies realize the return on their investment has been
much below their initial expectations. This ‘‘see-saw’’ approach to R&D funding is common and
yet undesirable.
It is therefore important in engineering R&D to be on the wavelength of industry. The research
must have some long- or medium-term relevance or else it will soon be dropped. For research in
the sciences the requirements and goals are understandably different.
As I have noted several times before, one troubling stumbling block to stronger academiaindustry links is the recent trend, even among developing countries, to relate academic research
performance of researchers to publications in high-impact-factor (as opposed to high-impact per
se) journals even in engineering disciplines. Since science journals, for reasons widely discussed
in scholarly bibliometric studies, tend to have much higher impact factors as defined by ISI,
academics tend to prefer to work under government grants so that they can publish their work in
such journals without having to address the needs of industry. Industry-sponsored R&D projects
do not typically lend themselves to such publication avenues. Unfortunately, academic
institutions do not properly recognize generations of new technology or IP adequately to offset
this trend, which will only become stronger and academia and industry will move apart before
they move closer again.
R&D is often driven by the need to innovate. Academia tends to emphasize the R, whereas in
industry it is typically the D that is in the driver’s seat. Research by its very nature is risky. Riskaverse conservative industries therefore wish to minimize the risk when possible. It is not
uncommon to find that truly radical innovations are not readily accepted by industry; most would
prefer to be second or even third in adopting revolutionary innovations in technology despite the
economic benefits they may offer.
A recent scholarly study by a major management school indeed shows that radical technologies
are not readily adopted by businesses, whereas incremental innovations are. In the telecom
sector, for example, it is well known that the modern telecom gadgets are a result of a series of
2|Page
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incremental innovations made collaboratively by numerous individuals and several companies,
often from different parts of the world. One negative fallout of this multiparty collaborative
effort needed by today’s complex technologies is that no one inventor receives credit for the
invention. James Watt or Thomas Edison, who received much more fame and fortune compared
to today’s inventors, only needed a few patents to make fame and fortune. Today, it is impossible
for a single inventor to dominate the market despite a wave of patents. In fact, it is the business
leaders who market disruptive technologies who receive fame and fortune that went to the
inventors centuries ago. This fact has led some to conclude that the rate of innovation is
declining in recent decades. More appropriately, the reason may simply be the fact that it is
harder to identify individual inventions due to their complex collaborative and incremental
nature.
In the process industries, a number of examples can be cited of major innovations in thermal
drying technologies that have made little or only nominal inroads in industrial practice. As I have
hypothesized earlier a part of the reason for this state of affairs may simply be the long ‘‘halflife’’ of dryers and drying technologies. Industry with short half-lives of technologies tends to
adopt innovations more readily; e.g., computer chips, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals. Their
survival depends on R&D. Superheated steam drying technologies are a case in point. Despite
their well-known advantages, such technologies have yet to make a strong entry in industry; only
a few industries have adopted such drying technologies. On the positive side, as the energy costs
escalate, such energy-saving drying technologies will find a higher level of acceptance in
industry.
It is interesting but worrisome to note a recent analysis by J. Huebner, which concludes that the
rate of technological innovation reached a peak a century ago; indeed, the rate, according to his
analysis, has been falling continuously since then. We have been assuming incessant innovation
as the mantra of the modern technological society! This conclusion seems to be at odds with the
famous Moore’s law, which dictates that chip densities double every 18 months. In fact, this has
actually occurred. Also, Huebner’s conclusion defies the less well-known Kurzwell’s corollary
to Moore’s law, which states that the faster, smarter chips lead to even faster growth of
computing power. Increased computing power is indeed driving even faster growth in innovation
in telecommunications, nanotechnology, etc.
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Huebner’s conclusions are based on an analysis of 7200 key innovations and scientific advances
listed in The History of Science and Technology (Houghton Mifflin, 2004). They peaked in
1790. Number of U.S. patents granted per decade per capita also declined since 1915.
Apparently, the period 1883 to 1915 was the most innovative one according to the normalized
scale Huebner used. Thomas Edison (1847–1931), with his 1000-odd patents, contributed
immensely to this statistic. Interestingly, Huebner concludes that the global innovation rate today
per billion population per annum matches that achieved in 1600.
Of course, this conclusion is not shared by many. Maybe it is due to the fact that we often
neglect the numerous incremental innovations that go into today’s products such as cars,
airplanes, electronics, etc., and do not recognize them as innovations. Furthermore, the
conclusion is based on global population, whereas the data used are mainly derived from the
technologically developed part of the world. The contributions to innovation from the emerging
nations of the world are understandably at a lower level at this time. It is obvious that an
exponential growth in innovations, as in any area, is not sustainable. Indeed, there is no clear
definition of what an innovation is either.
To conclude, we must not underrate incremental innovations or enhancements to technology;
cumulatively they can add up and make a big difference. What is even more significant is that
such increments are more acceptable and are actually more likely to be implemented by industry.
While we in academic ivory towers are constantly dreaming up radical or revolutionary
technologies based on the latest advances in the sciences, it is the incremental innovations that
penetrate industrial practice and make a real difference to society. Clearly, a balance is needed
between various levels of technological and engineering innovations so we have appropriate
R&D allocations for both radical and incremental innovations.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2008
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If people are doubting how far you can go, go so far that you can’t
hear them anymore.
- Michele Ruiz
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Editorial No. 2

R&D - How to Evaluate Value of R&D
In a previous editorial I touched upon some ideas regarding quantifying return on investment in
R&D or cost–benefit ratio of R&D expenses, whether done in academia or industry. This is a
theme worthy of voluminous treatises but that would not be a cost-effective use of my time or
that of the inadvertent reader. So, I will be brief. Also, my comments refer to R&D in technology
and not to curiosity-driven basic research, which is an ill-defined concept in itself.
Engineers know very well that the cost in terms of manpower, financial resources and time
depends on how efficiently these resources are used for the intended purpose. For dryers, we
know very well how to compute various efficiency parameters, basically as ratios of energy
utilized to accomplish drying and the energy actually supplied for this purpose. Because some
ambiguity is possible, indeed inevitable, in defining both the numerator and denominator of these
ratios, we can have different numerical values but they must always be below unity.
In R&D we can also define an efficiency parameter more subjectively. A problem arises because
the most efficient use of R&D resources does not necessarily yield a positive result. One can
solve a wrong problem very efficiently. The annals of academic research are full of efficiently
executed research projects, which yielded little technological or societal value. Or, despite very
efficient use of all resources, the project output may be ‘‘ineffective’’ in solving a problem.
Thus, effective R&D is not equivalent to efficient R&D. The latter requires knowledge, whereas
the former requires wisdom. Defining the R&D problem and expected outcomes well is the first
key step to effective R&D. Often academics are forced or coerced to research areas defined by
external parties even without sound background or track record. This removes the wisdom
element from the get go!
One of the problems in measuring the success of R&D projects resides in our inability to
distinguish between efficiency and effectiveness of R&D. Often efficient R&D is mistaken as
effective R&D. Publication in high-impact journals and achieving high citation counts may be an
indicator of efficient research but, unless its real impact on technology or society is clearly
demonstrated, it can still be considered ineffective research. The library archives are full of oft-
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cited, efficiently accomplished research and R&D projects but a very small fraction of these have
really made a dent in benefits to the societies that funded them.
Though researchers can be trained to be efficient, I am not sure that they can be educated to be
effective in a short time. The latter comes from experience and self-learning from failures.
Inefficient research will necessarily be ineffective. However, efficient research may yet be
ineffective. Careful and effective mentorship is needed for young researchers to be effective;
they can be efficient on their own.
Measures commonly used today by academia and granting agencies measure efficiency of the
project execution. Effectiveness needs a longer time frame to be evaluated with some degree of
certainty. I think this is an area worthy of scholarly research because so much is spent on R&D
on a global scale without a reliable means to determine how much of it is really worthwhile and
thus effective.
I have no simple answers to provide here, only a complex question to pose to our readers.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2010
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If you hear a voice within you say, ‘You cannot paint,’ then by all
means paint, and that voice will be silenced.
- Vincent van Gogh
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Editorial No. 3

Is R&D in a Hot Field Really Cool?
It is fashionable and indeed natural for both academia and industry to divert their R&D resources
to disciplines or subdisciplines that are in vogue at a given time. Indeed, students, both
undergraduate and postgraduate, flock to areas that make the front page of Time, the evening
news on TV, and the local newspaper headlines. Media can have a decisive influence on the
choice of areas and their funding levels but not on the conduct of the research itself. Universities
must, of course, meet the needs of its stakeholders and provide appropriate resources, both
teaching and research, to meet the sharply rising demand in ‘‘hot’’ areas. Often there is no time
to mull over the longer-term implications because much depends on validity of the forecasts
made by various agencies at home and overseas. The law of conservation (or is it depletion?) of
R&D resources dictates that some other ‘‘cooler’’ areas must lose these resources; this is also
consistent with the second law of thermodynamics! Also, hotter fields are likely cool down
faster. The issue worth pondering is whether this situation is desirable for the public good.
Though there is nothing improper about a step jump in resources to a perceived hot area, often
the big differences in time scales of teaching, research, and development in academia and R&D
in industry are neglected. If all these activities have similar time scales and similar requirements
of resources and resulting risk, in principle, there should be no problem. In reality, however, the
time scale of teaching and resource requirements for teaching a new area are relatively much
smaller than those of research and industrial R&D. Often it takes up to 10–15 years to bring a
laboratory concept to practice. Over such a long period, any hot area is more than likely to cool
off and give way to another, hotter area. Unfortunately, there is no reliable sensor to measure the
R&D temperature of any new area. Bill Gates, in a television interview with Columbia Business
School students, categorically stated that ‘‘investing in very hot areas is not recommended’’! Of
course, no risk, no gain! In the same interview Warren Buffet brought a Coca-Cola can to the
platform to explain why he still prefers investing in the time-tested drink. Not every field that is
new will bear fruit. Many will necessarily bite the dust and fade away. Overpopulation of
investors, academics, students, etc., in any area will eventually cause the field to become
progressively unattractive on a per capita basis. Those who switch to such fields, looking for big
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funds and to deviate from their core competencies, are likely to repent because demand for such
expertise will expire in a finite time with demise of the field itself. In my opinion, it is safe to
make small detours to investigate the potential of a new hot area before jumping into it
wholesale. It is essential to stick to fundamentals because they are time invariant, whereas fads
come and go with short half-lives. Excessive specialization at the first-degree level can be
harmful to one’s long-term professional health.
Hindsight has 20:20 vision. It does not help when one must project into the future in a globalized
world where no one has total dominance, let alone control. R&D needs human talent and
financial capital. Those nations where these resources coexist can naturally win the R&D
Olympics in most fields. Often these resources are found to varying degrees in different nations.
Now talent and financial resources are highly mobile, so any shortfall in either can be corrected
if appropriate incentives are in place. The Internet has reduced the differentiation between
previously developing and newly emerging nations in the area of human talent. Indeed, the
financial resources available for R&D tend to move in the direction of a deeper talent pool. So,
the R&D scene will look quite different in the next two decades. This will also change the
portfolio of hot and cool R&D areas. It is unlikely that any ‘‘expert’’ body will be able to make
reliable forecasts. Thus, the risk factor in R&D will in fact increase in coming decades. The
proverbial ‘‘flat’’ world will tend to be more warped or dimpled or even curved as different
nations begin to pull their weight mainly through their talent pools.
So, what can we do? We can simply be armed with strong fundamentals so that we are prepared
to take on challenges in different not-yet-hot areas as well as the conventional areas. Everyone
agrees that mankind will never abandon the need for food, steel, wood, paper, etc. Although not
so clean yet, it is also unlikely that coal will be replaced in the next half century, if not longer. It
is worth noting that often there is more money to be made by making potato chips rather than
computer chips! The unfortunate outcome of the emergence of many hot areas is that this implies
that other perfectly legitimate and essential areas are no longer worthy of R&D. We must support
a balanced portfolio of R&D in various fields without tagging them with a subjective,
uncalibrated ‘‘temperature sensor,’’ which could very well be giving a wrong reading and hence
a wrong dose of medication.
A careful review of hot and cold (not cool!) R&D areas over the past four decades, which yours
truly has had the opportunity to actually experience, shows that no field stays hot for long. Many
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academics are forced to be more like weathercocks, changing directions depending on which
direction the funding wind blows. In fact, they should be more like a compass, focusing on the
fundamentals and instilling those in their students as well. This will prepare them to take on
newer and unanticipated R&D challenges in applied areas. I have also noted cyclical interest
levels in key areas such as renewable energy, coal and shale technologies, environmental
engineering, etc. This time the changes are structural and hence are likely to last as long as
climate change worries persist. The global climate change issues are now more political than
scientific. Indeed, they are even more dependent on global economies and the return on the truly
massive investment required is very long term and may even be difficult to prove conclusively.
Conventional financial models based on much shorter-term returns cannot cope with such
problems, in terms of their time scale but also their global and monumental scale in every aspect.
At least over the next few decades R&D related to clean fossil fuel technologies, energy
conservation, climate change–related areas, as well as R&D dealing with the very critical nexus
of water, food, and renewable energy will remain cool areas to be considered by both novices
and seasoned researchers alike. Interestingly, this will be true for all parts of the globe.
Cooperation and collaboration rather than competition will provide the synergy needed to tackle
global problems within the limited resources available for R&D.
To sum, no need to blow hot and cold, simply stick to basics and real problems. Think globally
but act locally.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2010
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If something is important enough, even if the odds are stacked against
you, you should still do it.
- Elon Musk
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Editorial No. 4

Measurement of Outcome of R&D
Most developed economies of the world tend to credit their advanced educational institutions and
R&D activities in science and technology for their success. The strong historically proven
correlation between the R&D effort and economic development is hard to dispute. However,
I believe that there are many more factors affecting the outcome of R&D. Successful R&D may
not necessarily result in economic returns; on the other hand, many nations have prospered with
little or no R&D effort. Nevertheless, I favor strong support of ‘‘R’’ in academia and ‘‘D’’ in
industry and policies that can forge a strong link between the two as a formula for success.
Academia is where human talent can be nurtured and cultivated to carry out cutting-edge
research; industry can then utilize such talent to develop new technologies that are economically
beneficial and socially valuable for the general well-being. Many attempts to do both in
academia have met with limited, if any, success. As I have noted in several of my earlier
editorials, the underlying objectives and timescales of research and development activities are
widely different, which lead to limited success.
Science thrives on basic research; it is challenging, creative, and risky and can lead to gamechanging technologies. The timescale required is typically long. It is carried out for its own sake
with no limitations requiring specific applications and short-term return on funds invested.
Academia is an ideal location to house such activity. The knowledge thus created is generally
made available freely to whoever wants it and can digest it. High-level human talent is needed to
utilize such basic advancements for engineering or technological applications. Applied or
engineering R&D is motivated by real-life needs and opportunities; it is also constrained by
shorter timescales and cost effectiveness. Science can propose new avenues that economics may
deny. Not all basic research can be transformed into practical applications, but it is hard to
predict which ones will be. Support of basic research is therefore expensive and perhaps more
appropriate to the richer nations of the world.
R&D should ideally be taken as an investment in the future health of an industrial state.
However, it is easier to consider it as an operating expense for accounting and tax purposes; this
is what most nations do. Because R&D outcomes need a long gestation period, it is nearly
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impossible to demonstrate returns on such expenses on a quarterly or even annual basis. R&D
projects in industry thus become susceptible to frequent terminations and new startups. This can,
although not necessarily, lead to wasted financial and human resources as many projects are left
incomplete and nonconclusive. R&D policy therefore needs to be driven by highly technical and
creative teams who can appreciate the intricacies involved and not focus only on the bottom line
in the short term. It is important to be cautious in embarking on new R&D projects and even
more careful and responsible in terminating such projects.
One major problem that policy makers face is the inherently dynamic and local needs of R&D;
yet this is affected by globalization. What competing nations or companies do does affect such
policies. Clearly, a collaborative effort can save financial and human resources but often the
proprietary nature of industrial R&D prohibits this option. On the other hand, major global issues
affecting all nations, e.g., greenhouse gas emissions and climate change, can and have led to
successful cooperation in R&D across geopolitical boundaries.
Closely linked to the economic returns on R&D is the issue of intellectual property (IP) rights.
There is scholarly work that shows that IP can decrease innovation by limiting use and
enhancement of patented technologies. When Switzerland and The Netherlands stopped patent
protection for some years, studies showed a rise in innovations measured by some metrics. I
think the problem is too nonlinear and longer term to arrive at such definitive conclusions.
However, it is true that IP issues have slowed down industrial interactions with academia due to
the protracted nature of resulting negotiations and associated additional costs. If academia wishes
to produce research outcomes of industrial interest, a simpler cost-effective IP regimen is clearly
needed. I am not aware of universities that prospered as a result of their technological
discoveries. It is impossible to do without industry participation and support.
Finally, one must face the key issue of evaluation of R&D outcomes. This is truly a tough nut to
crack. It is hard to place a dollar figure on the prior IP that human talent brings to any R&D
project. The same is true of soft and hard knowledge that institutions bring to a given project.
When a well-educated Ph.D. in science and technology moves from one country to another,
several studies show that an equivalent of over a million dollars is transferred to the new
(developed) economy. Yet, this is never taken into any R&D analysis. Without such human
talent no R&D is possible. Also, without injection of financial resources, human talent cannot be
utilized effectively; hence the need for both types of resources to succeed in the R&D game! My
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point is that the real cost of (or investment in) R&D is hard to quantify. As for the benefits and
return on such investments, this is even harder to quantify. So, some simplistic cost/benefit
analysis needs to be devised. In university research it is possible to use both objective criteria
(citations, impact factor of journals, etc.) and subjective criteria (impact measured by visibility of
researchers involved again following diverse concepts). Such criteria are often misused, even
abused. Whereas academic research is driven and dictated by granting body decisions, industrial
R&D is driven by market forces. The former is required to change to new directions depending
upon changes in policy, which can be major enough that academics often veer into areas with
little basic expertise. The outcome then is not consistent with the funding consumed. This is an
issue that requires scholarly research.
In the past I have proposed a simplistic (relatively speaking) way of measuring research
productivity. One can define a research productivity index (RPI) that simply divides measurable
outcomes by the equivalent human and financial resources consumed. The numerator is hard to
pinpoint accurately, however. In fact, even the denominator is hard to quantify correctly because
much prior IP is excluded from it. If no resources are available or infinite resources are available
for a given research project (or group), RPI will be zero. Thus, assuming that no R&D yields
negative results, there ought to be an optimal level of R&D funding, which results in the best
productivity in a given area. Some areas require massive injection of funds for research, so the
optimum funding level will be at a higher level of resources. This is depicted in Fig. 1. Excessive
funding can be detrimental to RPI because it is not funding that generated new ideas; funding
allows the ideas to be tested and implemented. Because most research works are in serial and not
in parallel fashion, a massively parallel system (good for computing!) is not healthy for research,
especially in new areas. A sustainable level of R&D support should exist for a given area. Again,
research in this area seems to be lacking.

Figure 1 Effect of resources on performance index.[1]

Figure 2 Asymptotic behavior of performance index.[1]
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The ubiquitous “S” curve describes well the performance of technological processes as a
function of resources expended to develop it. Once the asymptotic limit of performance is
approached, research managers should look for alternative pathways to spend their (scarce) R&D
budget. No infusion of new resources will enhance performance of a ‘‘saturated’’ technology.
Figure 2 shows schematically why one may pursue Technology III rather than the current one (I)
or a new one (II) that has a lower asymptotic limit. Identifying the limiting states is where the
vision and ability of research managers is put to a severe test. It is important to know when to
start new R&D; it is equally important to know when to terminate such support.
There has been much scholarly research in recent years on the role of left brain and right brain
thinking on innovation and hence on R&D. This will be the theme of a separate write-up in the
future. Suffice it to say that R&D should be managed by and even carried out by people who
utilize the “full” brain in their thinking. A purely analytical but intuition-challenged person is
unlikely to support or carry out cutting-edge, innovative research.
I hope that some of the ideas presented here will lead to further debate and even some scholarly
research on how the R&D game should be played. The rules for this game are yet to be written
clearly.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2010
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Creativity is contagious. Pass it on.
- Albert Einstein
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Editorial No. 5

Research & Development: Why Is Sustainable
Support Important?
It is a commonly believed myth that more R&D resources allotted to a given area always results
in more productive outcomes. Academics everywhere always lament the fact that they usually
receive less funding support in the form of government grants than what they deserve, regardless
of the specific areas of research they wish to pursue. Often, there is merit to their complaints.
However, researchers even in the most generously funded areas have a similar view. This
happens because of a firm conviction that they can do more with more manpower and funding.
More funding does not automatically generate new bright ideas, however. It must be triggered by
innovative ideas. Unfortunately, new ideas or innovative approaches cannot simply be generated
by allocation of large grants. As a corollary to the famous Parkinson’s law, I postulate that
‘‘Research expenditure expands to meet the grant allotted and often surpasses it’’. This law fails
miserably when it is applied to innovative idea generation, unfortunately.
Each research area has its own level of optimal funding. Inadequate funding, of course, yields
poor results. Too much funding also results in poor results per unit of resources expended
because excessive funding does not result in matching levels of innovative ideas worthy of
research. There must, therefore, exist an optimal level of R&D funding that maximizes outcome
for a given discipline. Of course, this conclusion assumes that R&D does not or cannot have a
negative outcome, although this is entirely possible in exceptional cases.
Research by definition has some degree of risk associated with it. The risk factor can be
managed or typically minimized by advance planning. Excessive planning and precise definition
of research methodology and expected outcomes negates the case for support because this
assumes that the outcome is already known or can be arrived at with minimal effort following
knowledge already at hand. It is a pity that, often, granting agencies want precise planning and
minimal risk, which ensures a run-of-the-mill variety of research that has guaranteed outcomes.
Such a warranty is essential when one buys consumer goods but I do not believe that results in
impactful research that can make a difference.
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World class and impactful are two buzzwords that are bandied about wildly when discussing
research, particularly in academia. The external pressure generated by a whole host of ranking
agencies around the globalized world makes it difficult not to be obsessed with the criteria set by
these agencies if an institution wishes to be ranked high and be part of the elite group. Impactful
research seems to exercise a significant weight in the ranking criteria. Simplistic models leading
to popular terms like impact factor of journals and number of citations to published papers are
currently dominating the scene. High-impact-factor journals and high citations are equated to
high impact. There is much scholarly literature that debunks the oversimplified use (as well as
misuse and abuse) of these terms. Certainly, for engineering research these terms have little
useful meaning. Yet, there are no simple numerical measures that non-engineers can use to
measure impact of one’s engineering research; hence, the continued and relentless use of these
terms in measuring R&D output of academics. This would be normally quite harmless except for
the fact that such measures distort the selection and execution of research in academia. Shortterm, less complex projects likely to result in quick publication are preferred to long-term, risky
projects that may be truly innovative. High-impact journals decide on the areas of research that
are supported well. Innovation and true engineering impact take a back seat because they may
not result in a high-impact-factor outcome. In fact, such research may not result in any
publication at all but only in a major innovative engineering design that affects the well-being of
a society! In my own case, my most impactful project outcomes could not be published but
yielded the most industrial impact and personal satisfaction.
Indeed, engineering societies worldwide need to cooperate and collaborate on coming up with
standard criteria to measure the true impact of engineering R&D, which must be different from
research in sciences or the arts. Of course, different criteria will apply for academic research and
for industrial R&D. Market forces automatically evaluate the industrial effort but there are no
such forces applicable to academia. Return on investment made in R&D is not easy to estimate
even for mission-oriented industrial R&D. The jury is still out on whether academic research
should produce a highly skilled researcher as output or marketable research as the real output.
The current trend seems to favor the latter, which may eventually lead to lack of adequately
educated researchers for industry.
Globalization is shifting R&D effort to lesser developed countries with good educational
infrastructure and lower costs. Many multinational companies are shifting their high-end R&D
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effort to developing countries, where appropriate quality talent is available, to accomplish their
R&D cost-effectively. Eventually, however, the whole world must be active in R&D in a
collaborative and yet competitive mode. Because research is inherently risky and expensive, it is
unlikely that large resources will be devoted to R&D over the long haul. Nurturing of highquality talents with careful mentoring by accomplished researchers is one way to march ahead on
this difficult path. The R&D race is already on. What started as a game played mostly in few
highly developed Western nations is now an Olympic sport with challengers coming from the
newly developed and developing nations. What the results will be in the next five decades is
anybody’s guess. It is important to recognize the changing landscape of R&D and strategize
accordingly. Both industry and academia will be affected and those who ignore this fact will be
left behind. It is noteworthy, parenthetically, that only a few large companies that made up the
Dow Jones Index when it was first initiated are currently on that list.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2010
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Painting is easy when you don't know how, but very difficult when you do.

- Edgar Degas
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Editorial No. 6

Is the R&D World Flat, Hot and Crowded?
The recent books by Thomas Friedman entitled The World is Flat [1] followed by one with an
even catchier title Hot, Flat and Crowded [2] have been remarkable in their incisive analysis of
the positive as well as not-so-positive effects of globalization, widespread availability of the
Internet, rapid development of the economically challenged parts of the world, implosion of
population and stress this is causing on Mother Earth. While the industrialized world required
almost 150 years to reach the developed world status with heavy reliance on fossil fuels for its
phenomenal growth, it is clearly not possible for the newly emerging and very highly populated
parts of the world to follow the same course. It is expected that the developing world wishes to
enhance its quality of living which, unfortunately, is linked strongly to the nexus of energy, food
and water, all of which are becoming increasingly scarce and hence expensive. The irreparable
damage that uncontrolled greenhouse emissions can cause to the global climate is widely known
and accepted but solutions to this problem remain controversial since they all adversely affect the
ambitions of the emerging economies. Friedman correctly points out the fact that due to the
ready access to information and knowledge afforded by the Internet, even the poorer and
developing parts of the world can assimilate and utilize knowledge generated elsewhere and
eventually make their own contributions as well. The mobility of talent, financial resources, and
technologies across geopolitical boundaries has helped make the world ‘‘flat’’ although there are
serious wrinkles if we examine the real situation closely. The fact that the globe is getting hotter
(maybe warmer!) and more crowded does not need any further elaboration.
Most pundits agree that innovation is the solution to all problems. Innovation is driven by R&D,
which in turn is driven by good governance and enlightened policies on education at all levels;
technology development through R&D and industrial development are also added requirements.
Higher education and nurturing of talents are keys to the success of R&D. Improved productivity
will translate into better economics. A reward system that encourages higher productivity and
innovation will lead to higher quality talents taking up productive professions as their career
choices. It is important to improve science and mathematics education as these fields are
fundamental to a successful engineering education. While basic research in sciences provides
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sound foundation to technological innovations, technology and engineering disciplines are the
keys to real growth in national economies. Basic research is long term, often curiosity-driven and
may yield large dividends in a matter of decades. It is also risky and such positive outcomes are
few and far between. This is best left to the developed world who can ‘‘afford’’ it. It is very
important and very critical for long-term health of the global economies. On the other hand, it is
engineering that converts scientific breakthroughs into productive technologies, which are
needed to improve the quality of life, create jobs and generally help large-scale and
infrastructural problems the hot and crowded world increasingly and seriously faces. Efforts
must be made to direct high-quality talent to this discipline.
While the globe is certainly hot, crowded and somewhat ‘‘flat,’’ this is not the case with the
R&D effort in general. It is noteworthy that some emerging populous economies have the talent
pool needed to engineer technical developments, carry out sophisticated design and even highend R&D. This is an asset to the globe as eventually the outcomes will filter to the whole world.
Nevertheless, it is important for governments in all nations to encourage productive disciplines
as their future economic health will depend on it. Even to absorb and utilize ‘‘free knowledge,’’
countries will require highly educated technical manpower. This is why it is important for even
the developing nations to devote serious attention and funds to support higher education,
academic research and industrial R&D. Certainly in this respect, the answer to the rhetorical
question, which is the title of this editorial, is simply that we need flatter, hotter and more
crowded R&D around the world.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2011
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The only difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra.

- Jimmy Johnson
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Editorial No. 7

R&D as a Growth Engine for National Economies
It has been universally accepted that R&D is central to the growth and sustainability of national
economies. Advanced economies have been devoting appreciable amounts of financial resources
to industrial R&D effort. Of course, there are fluctuations in the funding levels depending on the
state of the national and global economies. Statistics show that western economies cut down their
R&D budgets during the recession of 2008–2009 to a much greater extent than the Asian
counterparts did. So long as the fluctuations in funding levels are not excessive this may not
cause discernible harm since the time scale of R&D is rather long. However, ‘‘stop-and-go’’
R&D does not lead to valuable outcomes since the induction periods for start-up of R&D
projects are typically long as well. R&D intensity of a country is often expressed in terms of the
fraction of GDP devoted to R&D by the public and private sectors combined. As I have pointed
out in my mini-book entitled Perspectives on Innovation, Globalization and R&D,[1–3] this
simple number is only a nominal indicator of the ‘‘true indicator’’ since the real number should
depend also on the efficiency and effectiveness of R&D, policies of public and private sectors
and the cost of talent and material resources, which vary widely amongst nations. One can
correct for the cost by accounting for the ‘‘purchasing power parity’’ but it still does not correct
for shortage and quality of talent available for R&D. For example, studies show that the
manpower cost for R&D in Europe is about 70% of the total R&D budget, while it is 40% in the
USA and only about 30% in Asia (excluding Japan, which is more like the western developed
economies). The result is that even high-end R&D is now being outsourced to India and China,
amongst some other nations, to benefit from low costs and ready availability of trained
manpower. As the globe becomes flatter and manpower costs rise in these countries over time,
outsourcing may not be a sustainable solution. Development of local talent would be the way to
go.
In its extensive report on Global R&D Funding Forecast for 2010, Battelle (Cleveland, OH,
USA) has provided an in-depth look at the global R&D scene. This, in my opinion is a ‘‘must
read’’ for anyone anywhere who has anything to do with R&D - from postgraduate students to
policymakers at the highest levels. The full 15MB report can be freely downloaded online.[4] I
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shall refer to only a few statistics from this report to make a few simple points. A particularly
noteworthy example is that of a Chinese telecom company founded just two decades ago
(Huawei), which is now the third largest manufacturer of mobile infrastructure equipment in the
world. Low-cost manufacturing in China was essential for its initial growth, but the recent
growth to world class standard is attributed to high level of R&D the company devotes to
innovation - 10% of its revenues, which is highly respectable even for the high-tech sector
anywhere. Over half of its 60,000 employees are in R&D and R&D centers are globalized in
locations like Bangalore, Moscow and Stockholm, aside from China. This powerful combination
of financial resources and human resources has clearly resulted in a global powerhouse. There
are many examples of R&D-driven growth around the world but this to me is a truly spectacular
example. When one wants to move from the initial inevitable imitation phase to the innovation
phase, R&D is the only option. As I have pointed out in my book, novelty and renovation are not
innovation although often they do masquerade as such. R&D requires high-end talent and highquality education in science and technology. Again, there is no better example than China’s in
this respect as well. Chinese universities admitted about 5.5 million students in 2006 – up from
just 1 million in 1997. Of the 5 million students about 1 million are research students. Chinese
academics contribute many more patents than their counterparts elsewhere, e.g., 16% of the total
vs. just 1% for Japan, 4% for USA and 2% for South Korea. These large differences are readily
explained in terms of the fact that all the top academic institutions in China are fully supported
by the state. Basic research will get 15% of China’s R&D budget by 2020, which augurs well for
innovation in the longer term. The Battelle report points out that a significant fraction of the
foreign direct investment in China goes into establishment of R&D centers.
Additionally, what is interesting to note is that China devotes a very significant level of support
for academic research, especially for its top 34 universities. Since 1998 there has been a dramatic
increase in the scientific output from these universities. As the Battelle Report points out the top
34 universities in total published about 2,000 papers; in 2007 just the top four published 2,300
papers.
I think the case of Chinese rise to the second position in the global economic order is a
testimonial to the need for strong support of higher education as well as R&D and how that truly
is an engine that drives economic growth. These two are closely inter-linked. With the increased
mobility of both talent and finances and globalization of the markets and R&D itself, some
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correction can be made for deficiencies in one or the other resource needed for R&D. However,
it is my thesis that such outsourcing will necessarily have a finite lifetime so that all nations must
devote necessary resources to both “wheels” needed to drive the economy. Globalization is a
“double-edged” sword; there are benefits, which accrue due to increased markets and availability
of vast talent pools but it also poses stiffer competition in the long term. Continuous innovation
resulting from sustainable R&D is perhaps the best option to overcome the limitations and
benefit from globalization. Since research by its very nature is risk-prone and R&D has long time
scales it is important to provide long-term sustained funding to benefit from resources allocated
to R&D and education.
The example of China’s unprecedented march up the economic ladder is clearly driven by strong
and sustained emphasis on advanced education, academic research and industrial R&D. Other
nations need to follow this model, especially since the resources needed for R&D are only a very
small fraction of national GDP (only 1.5–2% will suffice for most, in my opinion), while the
returns of a successful R&D policy can be enormous.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2011
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Daring ideas are like chessmen moved forward; they may be beaten,
but they may start a winning game.
- Goethe
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Editorial No. 8

Some Thoughts on R&D
One deterrent to investing in R&D, especially for small and medium scale enterprises, is the high
level of risk associated with the research part, which must precede development. In my opinion,
risk is the soul of research, while risk abatement is the goal of development; an optimal mix of
the two makes for effective R&D. Without an element of risk there can be no research, by
definition. If one knows the proposed project is one hundred percent feasible and can accurately
predict the outcome within given time and resources, then one wonders if there is any element of
true research in it. Yet, this is how most research is funded. Selecting and managing projects for
funding requires vision, experience and understanding of the R&D process, expertise in the
domain and how it is actually carried out. Without having done R&D it is understandably hard to
select and manage large R&D programs in particular. Depending solely on external expert advice
can also give biased evaluation for a number of reasons. There is no simple solution to this
problem.
Industrial R&D generally emphasizes development, which typically has lower risk. It is an
essential step for commercialization. Academics stress basic research, which is not ready for
commercial exploitation without further development that includes scale-up, economic
evaluation and, in recent years, life cycle analysis. The time scale of research in academia is
much longer than that of industrial development; this poses one of several difficulties
encountered in successful academia-industry collaboration. The need to publish results and notfor-profit objective also differ from the industrial objectives to protect intellectual property from
competitors and ultimately make profit for stakeholders. It is ironic that when knowledge is
generated for public good and is beneficial to very large readership, the generator of such
knowledge, the researcher, is not rewarded as handsomely as an industrial researcher whose
research outcomes are available exclusively to very few beneficiaries. Academic research is allinclusive, while industrial R&D is exclusive. This journal, for example, publishes peer-reviewed
research outcomes mostly from academia, carried out with public support although the only
beneficiaries of the outcome are not universities but industries who have free access to the results
all over the globe. This is very unlike the way industrial R&D is carried out for good reason.
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To ensure R&D is sustainable, both in academia and industry, it must deliver value. This can
only be done if the level of support for R&D is adequate and recognizes the longer time scale
and the inherent risk involved. As someone has said, if all your projects are successful then you
are not doing something right. The presence of the element of risk means that some projects will
necessarily fail. If this does not occur at all then one must check if the projects are really R&D
projects!
The aim of R&D is to innovate. As I have previously noted elsewhere, renovation or novelty do
not qualify as innovation although very often they masquerade as such. Sometimes the older way
of doing things is better than the newer ways. Novelty does not guarantee better performance— a
true innovation does. Also, it should be noted that the higher risk associated with radical
innovations makes them unattractive to industries, especially if the innovation involves high
capital costs. A series of incremental innovations are more likely to be adopted in practice. This
is another area where academic and industrial interests diverge. Furthermore, industrial R&D is
affected by market forces, real or as perceived by management. Industrial researchers must be
willing to drop projects and take on new ones without being “attached” to the ones that are
dropped unfinished. Academics cannot follow such a policy since academic research requires
longer term commitment as well as the requirement to train researchers who must typically
complete a thesis and try to get into an archival publication.
To sum, it is important to bear in mind the differences in academic research and industrial R&D.
It is still possible and indeed highly desirable that both parties understand the key differences and
build valuable bridges and make useful contribution to the society at large.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2011
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If you cannot do great things, do small things in a great way.
– Napoleon Hill
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Editorial No. 9

The Global R&D Scene-Challenges and Opportunities
Recent survey results published by the esteemed R&D Magazine about the forecast for Global
R&D Funding and the survey of researchers in several countries yield an optimistic picture. As
noted in my earlier editorial,

[1]

R&D is the engine for economic growth when coupled with

higher education and a sustainable R&D policy that is locally appropriate but based on global
consideration. In general, all signs point towards increased R&D funding and better support of
academia as the economic conditions improve.
Surveys of researchers in the US as well as outside the US, interestingly enough, convey the
same sentiments regarding the most critical challenges they perceive. At the top of their concerns
are: limited budget, limited time to accomplish R&D, competition, shortage of skilled talent,
intellectual property rights, etc. Surprisingly, effects of globalization, outsourcing, inflation,
energy costs, etc., are not rated highly on the list of challenges.
Some of the other issues that come out of this extensive survey are the fact that the march of
globalization continues relentlessly as a result of the narrowing of the so-called ‘‘scientific gap’’
between the high GDP and lower GDP nations. It is noteworthy that growth rate of publications
in scientific literature as well as patents is much higher in emerging economies than in the
advanced economies. The rate of scientific publications in specific areas is reported to be higher
in emerging economies than in the developed ones. As noted in my earlier editorial on this
theme, we have already noted the unique position China holds in both R&D and advanced
education.
One of the trends that started several decades ago has seen some acceleration. This is the
enhanced degree of collaboration in advanced education, particularly in science and engineering.
Many institutions in advanced nations are establishing campuses in emerging countries or
collaborating actively with local institutions. Many large corporations are establishing R&D
centers in several emerging economies where the markets may be even larger and certainly
growing faster than in their home countries. Thus, R&D sites are migrating to where the major
markets are. This trend is assisted by the lower costs of R&D and availability of suitable
manpower at significantly lower cost. This has resulted in what is popularly termed ‘‘reverse
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innovation.’’ Products are developed, tested and marketed in emerging nations and then
successfully introduced in their home country. Another evolving trend is that of resorting to
‘‘open innovation.’’ The ‘‘Not-Invented- Syndrome’’ has largely been abandoned by even some
of the largest multi-nationals. These are important trends that one needs to recognize when
working on a nation R&D policy. For major companies, often, a collaborator can turn into a
powerful competitor as the world ‘‘flattens’’. There is therefore the need to be constantly looking
for innovative solutions to maintain market share.
As for drying R&D, the time scale of development is necessarily rather long, so the pressure to
innovate is not as severe as in telecommunications, biotechnology or computer technology.
Nevertheless, the need to improve performance and reduce carbon footprint will become
increasingly pressing. As one of the most energy intensive technologies, drying will come under
scrutiny sooner than later and may result in legislative requirements to enhance energy
performance of drying systems by publishing their energy consumption and carbon footprint, as
is required in many countries for household appliances like refrigerators, dishwashers and cloth
dryers. I hope that dryer vendors will take the initiative and improve their equipment through
sustained R&D before any legislative action. Academic researchers can help by proposing
innovative and cost-effective solutions to dryer design and operation. Industry-academia
interaction in drying will therefore become increasingly important.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2011
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When written in Chinese the word “crisis” is composed of two
characters –one represents danger and the other represents
opportunity.
– John F Kennedy
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Editorial No. 10

Perspectives on Innovation, Globalization and RD
Sometime during the economic turmoil in the 1990s in an Editorial in this journal I coined the
alternative meaning of R&D, viz., Restructure and Downsize. Since the time scale of most R&D
is rather long, both public and private sectors find it relatively easy to slash budgets for R&D
even when that makes only a miniscule dent on their bottom line. Also, the inherent element of
risk, which should be central to any true research, makes it hard to justify long-term investment
that may not pay off. The fact that a very small fraction of patents are actually licensed and
applied in practice is adequate testimony to this uncertainty in returns on R&D investments. Yet,
such risk must be taken to bring innovative products and processes to the marketplace.
In recent years, particularly in comfortable economic times, which are typically brief, I have
noticed that R&D often implies Rush & Drop. Short-term thinking leads to certain new
buzzword research areas emerging and massive amounts of funding gets devoted to R&D in such
areas. Since there is no direct correlation between the number of innovative ideas and new talents
with relevant expertise, and the size of new funding, return on such investment is liable to be
poorer than in areas that receive lower but sustained levels of resources. Thus, these buzzword
areas set themselves up for being ‘‘dropped’’ in the following round without having had the
necessary time to produce the ‘‘deliverables,’’ hence ‘‘Rush & Drop.’’ Drying R&D, fortunately,
never became a buzzword anywhere in the world. With limited but sustained interest and
industry needs, which continue today, there is sustainable effort in this area.
Indeed, there has been a marked change in those countries that depended on hi-tech industries;
they reduced their drying R&D effort, while emerging economies with strong manufacturing
base accelerated their effort. The net effect is a small but definitive growth in global effort as
evidenced from the rise in the number of papers and participants in various drying conferences
around the globe. With increasing globalization and the widespread access to the Internet,
knowledge about drying processes has grown exponentially although the funding and human
resource levels allocated to drying research have probably grown only linearly over the past three
decades. As I have repeatedly pointed out, one needs an ‘‘optimal’’ level of R&D resources for
high productivity. A very high level of funding without new ideas and essential talent to support
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it is in fact detrimental to the health of any R&D activity. The outcome per unit of R&D
resources expended can be vanishingly small at extreme levels of funding support. The same is
true if the support level is extremely low. The optimal range of R&D funding obviously depends
on the technology area.
Another interesting point I wish to make about R&D is that a typical R&D team or group needs
talented individuals who are both ‘‘far-sighted’’ visionaries and also ‘‘short-sighted’’
researchers. The latter is not a derogatory label; if all R&D is long term, it is unlikely to be
sustainable since no returns will be visible in a reasonable period and hence the entire team may
be disbanded by the stakeholders. Thus, the R&D portfolio should have short-, medium- and
long-term projects, which, if successful, have increasing amounts of returns on investment
consistent with the amount of resources they need. By resorting to ‘‘open innovation,’’ industrial
R&D teams can benefit from ideas and technologies developed outside their groups or
companies. This is becoming increasingly necessary as companies try to rein in their expenses
and investment costs.
Finally, I would like to refer interested readers to my mini-book entitled ‘‘Perspectives on
Innovation, Globalization and R&D’’ for more ideas and discussion of several relevant topics.
The mini-book is available from
http://serve.me.nus.edu.sg/arun/file/Publications/books/mujumdar_book%20review.pdf.

Arun S. Mujumdar
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The stone age didn’t end because they ran out of stones.
– Anonymous
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Editorial No. 11

Right-Brain Activity to Stimulate Creativity in
Academic R&D
It is now well proven that whole-brain activity promotes creativity and hence innovation in
scientific and technological effort. Left-brain activities are known to stimulate academic,
business, intellectual, and/or business activities, while artistic, creative, and intuitive activities
are the realm of our right brain. Buzan [1] has shown via examples that great geniuses used their
whole brains to excel. Left-brained Einstein and right-brained Beethoven indeed used their
whole brains to become true geniuses.
Another important point Buzan makes is somewhat counterintuitive. It is related to an important
issue regarding creativity. He defines ‘‘fluency’’ in creative thinking as the number of ideas one
can generate and the rate at which one creates them. He postulates that fluency is one of the key
objectives of truly creative thinkers and all great geniuses. A valid question arises naturally:
What happens to the quality of one’s ideas as one speeds up one’s thinking and generates a
greater number of ideas? Our intuition will lead us to surmise that the quality will suffer as the
quantity goes up. Buzan’s research, however, seems to show that as the quantity rises, the quality
does not suffer but may actually rise. If we look at the output of ideas from truly great thinkers,
we can only marvel at the massive output of original ideas they have generated. Here are some
examples cited by Buzan. Marie Curie received Nobel Prizes in two different disciplines viz.
chemistry and physics. Da Vinci, Darwin, Einstein, Freud, Mozart, Tagore, etc., are well known
for the sheer volume of their exceptional contributions to different fields.
To give more examples from Buzan showing a correlation between quality and quantity among
truly creative thinkers, we may note the following. Edison held 1,100 patents (although many
were apparently acquired according to some reports). Pablo Picasso created over 20,000 creative
artistic works-paintings and sculptures. Shakespeare wrote over 150 sonnets and 37 masterpieces
in just two decades. Mozart wrote some 600 pieces of music. There are many more examples that
show the positive correlation between quantity and quality. Of course, for the average scientist or
engineer, the correlation may not be so strong, but it is unlikely to be negative. It is noteworthy
that the output and quality of contributions from creative thinkers actually rises as they age-again
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a counterintuitive result. The current trend to reduce reliance on experience should, in the long
run, result in loss of creative output of societal benefit.
It is interesting to look into the patent activity of Thomas Edison. Starting at the age of 21, when
he was awarded his first patent, he received a total of 1,093 U.S. patents and 1240 non-U.S.
patents in 34 countries. As is usual, some 600 of these patents were unsuccessful or abandoned.
The sheer diversity of areas that his patents spanned is truly bewildering: he covered batteries
(147 patents), electric light and power (424), cement (49), mining (53), telephony (186), and
miscellaneous (food preservation), and indeed one patent on drying as well. It is also noteworthy
that Edison’s work and patents helped several industrialists of the stature of Henry Ford (cars),
Harvey Firestone (tires), and George Eastman (film strips).
From this brief account of the accomplishments of truly creative thinkers, I believe that we can
recognize the importance of whole-brain thinking and the positive relationship between quality
of ideas and their quantity. It is also important to note that the great scientists and engineers have
made significant contributions to more than just one field. No wonder that we now encourage
interdisciplinary R&D to promote innovation.
One final cautionary comment about innovation is in order. It is not clear whether continuous
innovation, without having one innovation to be put in practice and tested before the next one
replaces it, is in fact a good idea. In slow economic times, it often happens that R&D divisions or
groups come up with innovations faster than the manufacturing plant of the company can put
them in practice. All innovations typically have costs associated with them. In many instances
the benefits of innovations may not offset the costs involved. It is no wonder that most
businesses prefer incremental innovations to radical or game-changing innovations, as they tend
to ride on rather high-risk scenarios. It seems to me that a company (or even academics!) cannot
afford to stay in the ‘‘innovation’’ mode continuously. Intermittent innovation (a new term just
coined?) may be the right cost-effective approach. Stop and take stock of whatever innovation is
at hand and then proceed, depending on whether the current innovation is good enough or not.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2013
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Try not to become a man of success, but rather become a man of value.

– Albert Einstein
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Editorial No. 12

R&D: A Historical Perspective
Bill Bryson’s A Short History of Nearly Everything [1] makes for a truly fascinating reading. The
chapter on Einstein’s Universe is particularly enthralling for anyone with the slightest interest in
science. As Bryson noted, by the end of the 19th century scientists appeared to have discovered
almost all of the mysteries of the physical world, from electricity and magnetism to optics and
radioactivity. Many wise people of the day believed that there was nothing much left for science
to do, to quote Bryson. In fact, in 1875 when Max Planck was deciding between physics and
mathematics to make his career in, he was advised to avoid physics as ‘‘the breakthroughs have
already been made.’’ Fortunately, he did not listen and the rest is history. In 1891 he produced
new results on entropy, or so he thought, until he discovered that Willard Gibbs, a professor at
Yale, had already done work on entropy and published it in a rather obscure journal of the
Connecticut Academy of Science and Arts. Max Planck moved to other areas, which turned out
to be a good thing; he produced his celebrated quantum theory, which is a landmark contribution
to the modern science.
The history of science and technology is replete with examples of declarations by famous wise
men of science and technology that there was nothing more truly worthwhile remaining to be
done in their areas. History has also shown this to be consistently wrong. Over 100 years ago the
commissioner of the U.S. Patent Office recommended to the then president of the United States
to close the Patent Office ‘‘as everything that could be invented has been invented.’’ Clearly, the
proliferation of patents from all over the world is a testimonial to the fallacy of this prophecy.
Crystal gazers of today also need to foresee the future to select and fund research areas that will
be significantly important in the future. We can only hope that their vision and forecast are at
least as good as those of our friendly weathermen. Clearly, there is still potential for new
discoveries and inventions and hence the need to support R&D at all levels and in diverse fields.
We do not know in advance which one of the projects will bear fruit and will make a lasting
economic and social impact. Although we know that research involves risk and that only a small
fraction of R&D projects will ultimately yield positive outcomes, one does not know in advance
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which ones will succeed and hence the need to fund many more projects than perhaps seems
necessary.
Dissemination of peer-reviewed results of research is an important part of R&D. It is a much
lower cost effort compared to the cost of generating R&D output. Research outcomes are
available at low or no cost with the advent of the worldwide web and advances in
telecommunications technology. Though knowledge can be accessed free of cost in many cases
the utilization of such knowledge for the benefit of industry, business, or societal good is not
‘‘free’’. It requires talent that is able to access and assess and articulate this knowledge into a
usable form. This step is not free and hence only ‘‘the prepared societies’’ can benefit from it.
Advanced education in science and technology is needed to enhance the accessibility and ability
to convert the knowledge into useful products and processes. Human capital outranks financial
capital in today’s high technology world. We need to develop ‘‘wisdom-based’’ policies and
optimize resources by sharing them collaboratively rather than competitively. This will avoid
unnecessary duplication of R&D effort and utilize global resources fruitfully for maximal
impact. Intellectual monopoly may make short-term gains for those who practice it, but in the
long run this will turn out to be an ineffective myopic policy.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2013
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Don’t be pushed around by the fears in your mind. Be led by the
dreams in your heart.
- Roy T. Bennett
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Editorial No. 13

The Role of Art in Innovative R&D
As readers who have read my recent editorials will recall, I am a strong believer in innovation in
research and I also believe that we need to employ both the right and left sides of the brain.
Engineers and scientists typically engage only the left side, which governs our logical and
analytical thinking, which of course is of paramount importance for these disciplines. The right
side, on the other hand, governs intuition and allows more creativity, which is central to
innovative thinking or to thinking outside the proverbial box. Artists in all fields use the right
side of the brain most effectively to produce truly creative pieces of art, which are not bound by
various laws of thermodynamics or conservation of mass, energy, momentum, etc. Of course,
technologists and engineers cannot violate these laws plus the ‘‘laws’’ of economics when it
comes to creative designs of processes and products. However, it is generally agreed that even
within these limits, engineers have displayed limited innovation and creative original thinking
abilities, maybe because of the kind of education and mentorship they have received. This is a
theme for another editorial, even a book for that matter, but here I shall focus on just one
thought.
Having been actively exposed to academic research and industrial R&D in several countries over
four decades, I have had the opportunity to observe and be influenced by dynamic research
funding policies around the globe. Some changes I believe are essential, but some are perhaps
nonessential, especially because they may have inadvertently impeded innovation and
excellence. As a result of my recently developed interest in painting, initially mainly as a stressrelief activity, I have become familiar with the art of numerous famous world-class artists and
come to admire and be totally humbled by the peaks of excellence they reached with their
ageless contributions. Few scientists, and even fewer academics, can dream of comparable
accomplishments in whatever they are doing. However, as the old adage says, ‘‘Aim high; low
aim is crime.’’ We must try to excel; the degree to which we can reach excellence depends on
where we set the bar. Unfortunately, it seems to me that the bar is now set by external bodies.
What one can do and the extent to which one can go is also partially or wholly determined by
external, often invisible or certainly opaque, forces or bodies.
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An example came to mind when I was admiring a huge number of paintings of sunflowers made
by van Gogh, perhaps one of the most copied painters. His paintings of sunflowers simply cannot
be fully duplicated by any artist. Then a thought occurred to me: what if he was required to stop
painting sunflowers and start painting roses instead, since roses are more popular than
sunflowers. What a colossal loss it would have been to the whole world! Fortunately for all the
art lovers of the globe, van Gogh did not need huge grants and review panels regarding whether
it is feasible to paint sunflowers and make it a commercially viable outcome. They would likely
recommend that he should instead paint roses or a huge number of other flowers that people like.
What the artist wants and excels at is really of paramount interest. It is pity that often decisions
are made based on personal bias or the need to minimize, or preferably altogether avoid, any risk
and often follow the leader when possible. Such research can only be nonoriginal by definition.
In fact, by taking risk out of the equation we mislabel it as research when it is in fact not so.
Another issue that engineering researchers face, which is unfair, is that engineering research is
not considered creative or innovative simply because it is based on known principles of physics,
chemistry, mathematics, biology, etc.; even a Nobel Laureate made such a pronouncement very
recently. The chief of innovation department at a world-class company known for innovation
said exactly the same thing to me two decades ago. It is a pity that even well-recognized
scientists do not understand engineering R&D. Suffice it to say that almost all Nobel Laureates
in sciences received the recognition they received only after technologists and engineers came up
with useful processes and products based on their major discoveries. There is incredible potential
for innovation and creativity in engineering design and hence some engineering researchers are
much better than others at coming up with innovative ideas or are serial innovators. It is a
miniscule minority, but it is not zero! If engineers bring ‘‘art’’ into their design and development
there is no limit to creativity and out-of-the- box thinking. Recall that even mathematicians refer
to outstanding development of a proof as elegant or even beautiful—adjectives most commonly
used when referring to a piece of art. It is time that scientists and engineers learn from
mathematicians and look at engineering designs as pieces of art if they are truly innovative and
display significant creativity.
To sum, it is necessary to have policies that at least partially stimulate and support excellence
without boxing in researchers to work on readily doable projects and mislabel them as research.
Of course, not all researchers may have proven excellence in areas of their interest, but those
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with recognized excellence should not be forced into other areas to produce less-than-excellent
outcomes, which is a loss to the whole global field. Whatever we do as R&D is now globally
available and evaluated. It will become ever more so as the global village becomes flatter and
smaller as well.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2013
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Creativity is thinking up new things. Innovation is doing new things.
- Theodore Levitt
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Editorial No. 14

Role of Insight, Oversight, and Foresight in Successful
R&D
This catchy title of my editorial will no doubt raise the expectations of readers. It is indeed a
theme fit for a scholarly book to do true justice to it. My objective here, however, is very simple.
It is just to bring up some issues in R&D space that policymakers, administrators, supervisors,
mentors, and researchers in any area should consider seriously at all times. The mission of any
R&D should be to innovate. R&D does not imply innovation, which has been demonstrated
adequately by many studies reported in recent years. Instead, innovation must be embedded into
R&D. In fact, the new term “RID” shows that the “I” must link research and development teams
in an R&D organization. Special effort is needed to accomplish this. Otherwise, we may have
“R” and then “D,” which are unrelated and yield little if any innovation. All the “sights”
mentioned above are dynamic in nature, so they should be revisited at frequent but different
intervals. It is not obvious that this actually occurs in practice. Probably it does in many cases,
but from my observation this occurs typically when a project is initiated and not during the
various phases of R&D where mid-course corrections may be needed if only these “sights” are
revisited. In my own case, I must confess I have not been as vigilant in this respect as I should
have been to raise my own R&D productivity level using my own biased but not too lenient
yardstick (or bar) to measure success. Had I used hindsight more effectively, 20:20 is just normal
vision and it is not good enough to excel; I would have tried to seek greater insight into the
research areas and whether they are consistent with my objectives, passion, and expertise to
allow excellence in time available for completion of the projects. Weaknesses in any of these
important aspects of any R&D can lead to less than the stellar performance that we all seek.
Lack of insight into whatever we do can cause severe and unexpected difficulties in reaching
one’s goals. Following someone else’s insight, even if it is one’s mentor’s, can lead to
unanticipated impediments in accomplishing excellence. One cannot follow someone else’s
passion and objectives with the same dedication as one’s own. Of course, a young researcher
often has to make his advisor’s objectives his own, which can take some time and effort. This is
possible when both parties have common goals and the latter can develop important research
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capability, thanks to interactions with his/her mentor. This cannot be rushed. This is also not easy
to achieve in practice.
Once the insight is clear, it needs to be nurtured and regularly evaluated and modified as needed.
It is a time-varying function when it comes to research and is affected by internal as well as
external factors, some of which are beyond the control of both the mentee and the mentor, and
even the institution in many instances. The mentor and the institutions need to provide oversight
on all research under their wings as ultimately, they must bear responsibility for the execution of
the project, which must produce useful contribution to knowledge, while the mentee is also
converted into a better researcher. Production of an accomplished researcher should be a clear,
prime outcome of academic research, unlike industrial R&D. Production of quality research
papers should be a valuable by-product that follows naturally out of successful mentoring of
researchers. This research should also have an innovative element, especially in engineering
disciplines, so that it can provide guidance to developers of new products and processes.
Finally, research is all about vision and hence the ability to “see” future trends and ability to
address problems in one’s discipline that will appear on the horizon before the layman can see
them; foresight will separate the chaff from the wheat, as the adage goes. This requires breadth
as well as depth of knowledge in one’s research area as well as allied areas, which may overlap
in future. This requires regular and frequent survey of the literature and exchange of ideas with
colleagues all over the globe, not just in one’s institution. One must develop the uncanny ability
to critically evaluate what is published and not accept whatever one reads at face value. Critical
thinking is a prerequisite to innovation, in my opinion. Foresight will also determine how long
one can remain “excellent,” or even relevant, in one’s chosen field and continue to make
impactful contribution to knowledge. As emerging nations are making noticeable effort in R&D,
the playing field is becoming crowded and, to be noticed in a huge crowd, the bar of excellence
will continue to rise. What was an acceptable level of accomplishment a decade ago is now not
good enough? Foresight must be guided by this one singular message.
What I have stated in this editorial piece is generic; it is applicable to all fields. Thus, this applies
to R&D in drying just as well as it does to other disciplines. I am sure each reader will interpret
the ideas here in her/his own way. I hope it will trigger new ideas in planning and carrying out
R&D in academia as well as industry.
Arun S. Mujumdar, 2014
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Innovation is progress in the face of tradition.
- Divad
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Editorial No. 15

R & D and Global Co-Operation
Industrial research and development (R&D) in the developed world moved from ‘‘technologypush’’ type to ‘‘market-pull’’ type some five decades ago. There are pros and cons associated
with each model, so a weighted average probably suits some industries the best. Indeed, the
weights may be dynamic and will change with time and with greater impact of globalization. A
strategic balance between basic and applied research is needed to succeed in the marketplace
with innovative products, processes, and services. Basic research produces knowledge that is
central to innovation. However, development of knowledge at the scientific level alone does not
assure economic success without significant engineering R&D. In the chemical industry,
particularly the pharmaceutical industry, producing a drug in a test tube is eminently inadequate
to bring it into commercial production. It is a nontrivial task to convert a test tube–scale product
into a large-scale success. Drying is just one of the process steps that require careful and often
difficult scale-up.
R&D produces knowledge. It is expensive to produce knowledge and yet it is often disseminated
free of charge to the potential user. Its economic value cannot be ascertained without disclosing
it. Once disclosed it has no ‘‘economic’’ value to the originator of such knowledge; i.e., there is
no product to sell. Cost of dissemination of knowledge, as we all know, is negligible compared
to the cost of generating it. Although essentially free and in the public good, knowledge can be
converted into economic payoff only if there is appropriate human talent. Social and geopolitical
factors also have significant roles. Thus, excellence in science and mathematics does not
translate into significant economic development of a nation. Human talent today is probably even
more valuable than capital, unlike in the old days. Information technology, biomedicine,
electronics, pharmaceutical and food processing, etc., are areas where the enhanced value of
human resources in emerging nations has already made major inroads and provided strong global
competition, which did not exist just a decade ago.
The old adage ‘‘knowledge is proud that it knows so much; wisdom is humble that it knows no
more’’ applies to nations and corporations as well. Mere knowledge will not suffice because the
dynamics of its production and diffusion can overrun economies in short order. We need
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‘‘wisdom-based’’ economies. Identification of disruptive technologies in time will make or break
companies. Continuous R&D based on both market and technology is necessary for survival.
Academic research can provide new ideas and concepts that need to be developed further by a
potential user, namely, industry. This journal, for example, publishes a large number of
innovative ideas but only a small fraction of them trickle into industrial practice. This is also true
of patents. Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to know which ones made it into practice and
where. Thus, the true impact of our technology-focused publication cannot be measured and
hence we still rely on the impact factor computed annually for scientific and technical journals.
Clearly, one of the by-products of rapid globalization is a definite paradigm shift in the way that
R&D is funded by industry, government, and academia. The funding models have to be dynamic
and locally optimized. As the global economy is affected adversely, at least partly as a result of
globalization of the financial markets, global cooperation in R&D and knowledge generation and
creation will be even more important in the coming years.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2009
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Innovation survives only when people believe in their own ideas.
- Levo League
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Editorial No. 16

Networking-A New Paradigm for Increased R&D
Productivity
I have long been an advocate of collaboration between academia and industry and also between
academia dispersed around the world. It is well known that resources for research and
development are dwindling almost all over the world. Increasingly, granting agencies must make
choices between disciplines to fund R&D due to the paucity of resources—both financial and
human. Some areas can fall through the cracks despite their importance to society at large. The
nexus of water, food, and energy has been attracting much attention in recent years. In fact,
drying technologies are important in all these thrust areas, but not always in an obvious way. The
needs for R&D in drying are often not recognized readily, nor are they articulated well by those
in the field. The result is limited, sometimes no, R&D support in many parts of the world. In fact,
there seems to be an inverse relationship between the availability of research support and the
state of economic development of the country involved. Thus, emerging economies that depend
heavily on manufacturing and processing of commodities seem to carry out more R&D in drying
than those that are infected by the bio-nano-info fever. This is reflected through the contributions
to the IDS conference series as well as to Drying Technology. However, we must find a way
around this dilemma to ensure that drying R&D stays healthy despite the current state of affairs.
Fortunately, drying research is not capital-intensive. Significant and useful output can be
obtained with human resources and ‘‘brain-work’’ without the need for expensive
instrumentation. As computing resources become cheaper, one can in fact intensify innovation in
drying technologies via mathematical modeling, as demonstrated by Mujumdar and Zhonghua.[1]
Lack of funding is no excuse for lack of innovation in drying technologies. Open innovation and
crowd-sourcing are also inexpensive and effective ways that we can enhance drying R&D.
Industry can access innovative ideas, lab-scale data, and even scaling procedures developed by
academics, typically at no cost. However, industry must devote resources to access such
information via active participation in conferences and proactive collaboration with academics in
their own areas or in fact anywhere in the world. The magic of the Internet has opened up a vast
storehouse of knowledge to whomever wants it. The free flow of information at negligible cost
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should encourage networking and indeed lead to vastly improved productivity of researchers in
nearly every field. By sharing financial and human resources, we can avoid duplication of effort,
basically speeding up R&D and innovation. It is well recognized that multinational and
multicultural diversity breeds creativity and hence innovation. The need for increased funding
and manpower is reduced without reducing the output. The synergy in well-organized
international teams can in fact lead to a much higher degree of productivity. It is best when the
collaborators are equal and bring different skill sets and expertise to the table. Drying is basically
a combination of transport phenomena and materials science. Thus, a team of specialists in
materials science working together with experts in transport phenomena can tackle a real drying
problem much better than such teams working separately.
I can give a personal perspective in terms of simple statistical data, which are readily available to
anyone around the globe. I started the IDS series in the firm belief that globalization and
industry–academia interaction was necessary for successful R&D in drying. I put this idea in
practice consciously by developing cooperative research projects (many in drying but also some
in other areas), as I faced a serious problem in obtaining research funding to support the many
ideas I was able to generate and wanted to pursue. Fortunately, in most cases, I could find
partners in several countries who had similar ideas and interests but different expertise they
could bring to the project. Success in several initial efforts led to new collaborations, and the
process continues even to this day. Statistically speaking, out of the 272 journal papers I have coauthored between January 2001 and October 15, 2012, 120 papers have been written with
collaborators/co-authors from 16 countries. Major collaborations have been with China (60),
Taiwan (14), India (21), Japan (7), Thailand (7), and Iran (6). These numbers exclude
collaborations with authors of books and book chapters as well as conference presentations
where the fraction of global authorship is even higher. Thus, the cost in terms of research funds
and laboratory or office space (overheads) to host institutions is very low, but the benefit in
terms of recognition is rather high as a result of such collaborative effort.
Clearly, this level of output cannot be obtained easily. A very significant value of extra effort has
to go into starting and nurturing such an effort, which can stretch over decades. The return on the
effort is slow in coming, but it is highly rewarding when it does come. It is a win-win situation
for both sides, and if the teams and goals match well, the productivity, expressed as the output
per unit of resources expended, can indeed be very high. This means very hard work and
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excellent interpersonal skills and communication skills as well. I encourage my mentees to
follow this path to higher productivity regardless of the area they choose for their future research.
Working in a solitary environment will no longer be a cost-effective process in the future. This,
in my opinion, is a new paradigm for enhanced productivity. Of course, I have simplified the
process here, as issues of intellectual property rights and institutional differences, problems of
communication, etc., can be some of the early hurdles that need to be surmounted. Also, some
networks may simply not take off for diverse reasons.
Readers interested in more details about this global networking approach and the outcomes from
this process are encouraged to visit http://serve.me.nus.edu.sg/arun or simply Google my name
and locate the relevant sites.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2013
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When looking to innovate-fail forward. Innovation can be a chaotic
process, embrace it and learn from your failures.
- Luke Wester
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Editorial No. 17

Role of International Collaboration in Effective R&D
Early this year, I had the distinct honor and privilege of being one of the recipients of China’s
2013 International Science and Technology Cooperation Award, which was presented in a truly
grand event held at the famous People’s Hall on Tiananmen Square in Beijing on January 10,
2014. This award ceremony, which was attended by both the President and the Prime Minister of
China, gave me a glimpse of the value that the world’s most populous country and second
economic powerhouse attaches to not only science and technology, but also to international
cooperation for national development. The unmatched economic growth over the last three
decades is a testimonial to this vision and policy, which few other nations seem to embrace. The
relatively large fraction of GDP devoted to R&D and higher education is one indicator of the
value attached by a state to science and technology. The recognition at the highest level of the
international cooperative effort attests to the significance of collaboration between Chinese
academics and their overseas counterparts. Often there is close interaction between academia and
industry in China, which enhances transfer of new technologies that emerge from such an
activity to result in an economic payoff.
I believe that many countries can benefit from following this model, which has been
demonstrated to be successful, providing that suitable partnerships can be identified. It needs to
be a truly win–win situation for both parties. Combining expertise and experience of two or more
collaborative parties can lead to synergy and create conditions suitable for innovation. With
limited financial and human resources available for R&D around the world, I believe that
international collaboration will be the way to success in future. With the availability of the World
Wide Web and cheap telecommunication capabilities around most of the world, it is not difficult
to find good matches for collaboration. In applied areas, e.g., drying technology, it is especially
important to have industry partners as well. Of course, it is not a simple task, but certainly not a
daunting one either to work collaboratively.
Personally, I have collaborated with success with researchers in many countries on different
continents. There are differences in the way the collaboration can work effectively due to local
cultural and administrative differences. One needs to become familiar with these in advance. I
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started my international collaboration with China way back in 1984 when I visited Tianjin
Institute of Light Industry (now renamed Tianjin University of Science & Technology). Over the
last 12 years, I have had a particularly successful collaboration in the drying area with Professor
Min Zhang of Jiangnan University, Wuxi, Jiangsu Province. This led to a large volume of
academic outcomes in the form of PhDs and master’s theses completed, but also in terms of
industrial products that resulted from the close interaction with several food processing
companies in China that Prof. Zhang worked with. Another positive outcome is that a large
number of the PhDs produced through this collaboration are now professors in several
universities in China and are mentoring future researchers in drying technology. This was
accomplished without extended visits or stays at Jiangnan campus while I was located in
Singapore. I hope that this collaborative effort can serve as a model for those who wish to
develop collaborative international projects. Readers interested to know details about this
collaboration can freely download an e-book published by Jiangnan University to commemorate
our 12-year collaboration and conferral of Honorary Professorship on me on January 13, 2014; it
is available at the e-books page of http://www.arunmujumdar.com.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2014
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There is no innovation and creativity without failure. Period.
- Brené Brown
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Editorial No. 18

Industry-Academia Collaboration in R&D
The high level of interest in drying R&D, particularly in the academic institutions around the
globe, is evident from the series of successful conferences devoted to drying that were held in
2009. It is heartening for me to note this continuing intense activity even after three decades
since the first major conference; the biennial International Drying Symposium (IDS) series was
launched in Montreal in 1978. By the nature of R&D, especially in highly specialized areas like
drying technology, the half-life of any field is rather short as new areas emerge and take up
limited human and financial resources. Despite the rapid emergence of bio-nano-info areas,
drying R&D has remained an active area in most parts of the world, with notable exceptions,
which proves the rule. Of course, the half-life by definition is finite and unless we redirect the
effort, while remaining within the drying technology realm, there is potential for a decline in the
global level of this activity.
I have repeatedly noted the need for greater industry participation in drying R&D even if carried
out fully in academia. Drying is a multidisciplinary applied area, which can thrive only as
industry introduces new ideas that emerge from academic R&D. In fact, drying R&D can be
justified only on the basis of advantages to industrial practice. Improved energy efficiency,
reduced environmental impact resulting from reduced carbon or ecological footprint of novel
dryers, enhanced product quality, safer operation, etc., are among the advantages that drying
R&D can offer to industry and, indeed, to society at large.
Often there is disconnection between industrial R&D and academic research. This arises partly
from the different timescales of the two processes and the basic approaches and objectives.
Though industry is rightfully interested in faster turnaround (shorter timescale) motivated by the
need to make a profit, academia is charged with the task of educating researchers and producing
knowledge typically without the profit motive. Though industry is interested in R&D to enhance
products and processes, academics must focus on generating knowledge (know-why as opposed
to know-how) and on training highly skilled manpower for R&D. This makes active cooperation
between universities and industry difficult, but with careful appreciation of the needs of each
party, it is possible to develop a win–win strategy. Industry must recognize the limitations of
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academic research but also recognize that such research is ultimately beneficial for industry, both
in terms of the new knowledge generated and in terms of capable researchers that they can
employ. A tangible contribution to academic R&D should be considered as an investment rather
than an expense.
As pointed out by an industry colleague of mine, although academic research is typically not
driven by the profit motive, recent developments in the higher education sector has seen dramatic
change in policy since the well-known Bayh-Dole act of the 1980s, which encouraged
universities in the United States to seek ownership of IP created as a by-product of their research
activities. This can be considered academic research driven by a profit motive, which is
traditionally the realm of industry. The focus on owning IP (often at the expense of effort needed
to generate results worthy of IP) can be detrimental in the long run by discouraging interaction
with and tangible support of industry. When academic research becomes business, industry
participation is reduced and not enhanced due to increased costs of overheads and legal
formalities involved. Clearly, this is nonproductive. A proper cost–benefit analysis of the current
state with regard to IP-focused R&D is not quantified yet, as far as I know. Informal interactions
between academia and industry at technical conferences and through journal=book publication
thus become especially valuable as a bridge between academics and industry. Even developing
countries are now focusing attention on IP and how they can “make money” on their R&D effort.
Time alone will show whether this policy will trigger innovation or suppress it.
Another stumbling block faced by academics is the need to publish in high-impact journals and
seek a high number of citations to enhance chances of securing research grants as well as
promotion/tenure even at non-research-intensive universities. For engineers and applied
scientists, this is not a good measure of the true impact of their research; they are eventually
forced to deviate from true engineering research to areas that are in vogue that attract more
citations and funding. This widens the gap between industrial needs and academic requirements.
Until a good quantitative measure can be found to evaluate the true impact of engineering
research, this state of affairs is likely to continue and even spread globally like a pandemic.
As for the key R&D areas that should remain in focus around the world, it is obvious that the
nexus of food, energy, and water, all inexorably associated with drying, is an obvious prediction.
Energy conservation and enhancement of thermal efficiency of all dehydration operations with
both incremental and radical innovations are very important but rather neglected areas of R&D
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and design. If performance guarantees regarding energy consumption per unit of water removed
as well as the associated carbon footprint are enforced by law for drying hardware, I am sure that
we will see a step jump in both figures in the marketplace, because this can be achieved today
even without major breakthroughs.
Use of renewable energy sources for drying, particularly in the agro-sector, must be encouraged.
Today the effort is sporadic and half-hearted. A global-scale project by networks of excellence
combining the widely dispersed expertise and scattered experience around the world in this area
need to be properly consolidated for the common good. Drying systems using solar, thermal,
photovoltaic, and wind energy as well as sources such as geothermal and tidal energy should be
examined systematically. These should also include thermal and electrical storage systems to
take care of the inherently intermittent nature of these energy sources. A global-scale effort is
needed to ensure large-scale impact. Greenhouse gas emissions and climate change will also be
alleviated if the application is on a global scale.
I hope that future conferences such as IDS, ADC, IADC, NDC, CDC, WFCFD, etc., will attract
more industry participants. As academic institutions become focused on IP issues, such
conferences provide a useful but not ideal platform for useful industry–academia dialogue. In
this globalized world, industry can benefit from the widely distributed talent participating in
these events. This is essential for rapid technology transfer. I also hope these conferences will
evolve to meet current and future challenges and thus justify their continuing existence. Strong
leadership and vision are needed to accomplish the lofty proposals I have made in this short
editorial to stimulate thinking and action by our esteemed readership. There are ample
opportunities for personal interactions between industry and academia. I hope that such meetings
will help promote innovation on a global scale.
Are we up to this challenge?

Arun S. Mujumdar
2010
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Challenges are what make life interesting and overcoming them is
what makes life meaningful.
– Joshua J. Marine
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Editorial No. 19

Some Challenging Ideas for Future Drying R&D
Drying R&D is at a crossroads today. Real growth in drying research was initiated and later
sustained over three decades by the successful founding and organization of the biennial
International Drying Symposium (IDS) series in 1978 and subsequently by the founding of this
journal with Dr. Carl W. Hall as the Founding Editor in 1982. The decision to hold IDS events at
different locations around the world with the organizational effort carried out informally by local
groups of dedicated researchers who were passionate about drying R&D led to successful
dissemination of current R&D and ideas for future research. The fact that IDS later led to several
regional and continental drying events starting about mid 1990’s is a testiment to the global
success of this mammoth effort. Globalization came to drying R&D at least a decade before the
concept became a household word around the world; it is indeed why our effort in this
interdisciplinary area has been so fruitful.
Interdisciplinary or multi-disciplinary research has always been harder to accomplish than
disciplinary research. This is natural since all academic institutions compartmentalize their
degree programs neatly in a number of departments, which are often connected only by a
common heating or air conditioning system. Drying R&D is necessarily multi-disciplinary and
hence faces this difficulty. Furthermore, it is an applied field, which is useful only if the outcome
has industrial value. Since most faculty members in engineering and sciences in almost all
universities around the world have little or no industrial work exposure, it is difficult for them to
define meaningful research projects that are academically challenging, have potential for real
contribution to knowledge, while providing useful solution to medium- or long-term industrial
problems. This problem is not limited only to drying R&D but in general to most engineering
research in academia. Thus, I have made a concerted effort to provide on a regular basis
overview papers that provide some guidance for both novices and experienced academics to
become aware of the needs and to identify opportunities for challenging research themes in
thermal and non-thermal dehydration. Indeed, this effort has been very effective in attracting a
number of new researchers to the field and enhancing the general body of knowledge about this
field. A close look at the publications in this journal and proceedings of several conference series
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attests to this observation. However, over the past decade there is a slowdown in the rate of
papers being published on innovative dryers. I shall therefore devote the remainder of this
editorial to a number of suggestions, which will hopefully trigger some new R&D activity
amongst our readership.
Drying of powders and production of engineered products with desired properties is a major
industrial activity common to numerous sectors ranging from foods, agriculture to ceramics,
pharmaceuticals and chemicals. There is already a wide assortment of dryers that can do the job
well but there is potential to improve their energy and environmental impact. The possibility of
imposition of a carbon tax, already legislated in some countries, can markedly change the
economics of current drying processes. One still needs to be innovative in coming up with drying
systems that are better. One needs to carry out Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of competing
drying systems before selecting the optimal one. To enhance drying kinetics without damaging
the product one needs high heat/mass transfer rates between particles and flowing gas. I believe
that one could consider experimental and computational modeling studies of some novel gassolids contactors, which can be used as dryers for wet solids and sludge. Various designs of
impinging stream contactors have yet to be examined in depth. Simulated moving bed (SMB)
heat/mass exchangers could be considered for large-scale drying of grains, pulverized coal,
mineral concentrates, etc. Moving bed dryers of variable cross-section provide opportunities for
innovative designs. Vibrated bed dryers are now popular in industry but receive little R&D
attention. One limitation here is that the bed height is limited as vibration energy cannot be
imparted to deep beds. One solution could be to use arrays of inverted impinging jets directed
from top down to fluidize the upper layers of deep vibrated beds. Use of intermittency is another
way to save energy and use of drying air when drying kinetics is limited by internal heat and
mass transfer. In large scale fluidized bed applications one way to enhance transfer rates would
be to inject drying air at different levels within the bed so not all of the drying air needs to be
supplied as fluidizing air. Use of adsorbents in diverse gas/particle contactors has yet to be
evaluated in depth. Of course, one could use superheated steam in many of these applications as
well. Finally, R&D is needed to bring pulse combustion technology to industrial use to improve
delivery of thermal energy for drying with minimal excess air. I hope that some of the ideas
listed above will trigger new research activity in academia and even in industry.
Arun S. Mujumdar, 2011
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Vision is the art of seeing the invisible.
– Jonathan Swift
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Editorial No. 20

The Role of Drying Technology in Sustainable R&D
and Innovation
Drying Technology is celebrating its thirtieth anniversary this year. The growth in technical
knowledge about drying and dryers over these three decades of unabated growth has been
nothing short of phenomenal. Indeed, we started from just two small issues in two years to
sixteen issues per year distilled from a rapidly increasing, nearly explosive, flow of manuscripts
from all parts of the globe. The initial decade of publication was no easy walk. I recall having to
review, revise and even have retyped scores of manuscripts, which required camera-ready
format; the publisher did not carry out any editing but proceeded to compile and print the issues
as they were submitted. All communications with authors and referees, often multiple rounds,
were done using snail mail and without the benefit of facsimile machines and certainly without
Internet. The logistic complexity of this process is beyond imagination for the recent generation
of researchers and authors; it was well over an order of magnitude harder and more time
consuming. Even to identify potential authors from overseas was a mammoth task but without
that the journal simply could not have survived. Persistence finally paid off and advances in
communication technologies eventually turned the tide and currently we face exactly the
opposite problem of a tsunami of papers, which has placed a massive strain on the editorial
processes and the limited referee pool that acts as the gatekeeper and maintains the quality of
what we publish.
It is noteworthy that the impact factor of Drying Technology has already touched 2. This places
us in the top 10% of archival journals in mechanical engineering. This is a remarkable feat for a
technology journal. Our readership is not all in the business of publishing papers, unlike the case
for science journals. We try to remain impactful for industry as well as academia. The goal is to
meet industry, and thus societal, needs and not focus on metrics such as impact factors, h-index,
citation counts, etc. Impact does not translate into impact factor and vice versa. It is a pity that
this is the way granting agencies, policy makers, academic administrators and even academic
researchers interpret the bibliometric metrics. There is no one-to-one correspondence between
impact of engineering or technological research and impact factor or citations. We should be
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seeking impact of our R&D effort carried out with public and sometimes private resources. If the
impact factor rises in the process, that is a bonus. I hope that our journal has had a rising impact
and the impact factor has followed in the same direction.
Drying R&D has globalized. We have had authors from over 90 countries. We now have at least
six international drying conferences, which reflect the global scope of the research effort. The
IDS series typically attracts 300–400 papers from over 50 countries. I do not know of any other
conference series that matches, even remotely, what IDS has achieved over almost four decades.
We have intentionally focused on globalization, industry-academia cooperation, sustainable
technology, innovation, etc. Note that these are all today’s “buzz words,” which Drying
Technology has been actually putting in practice for over three decades. Drying is intimately
connected to the nexus of “energy, environment, food and water.” It has a definite, albeit
adverse, effect on climate change as most dryers use fossil fuels. Innovative R&D is needed to
reduce the carbon footprint of drying. Miniaturization and enhanced efficiency will be one way
to alleviate the adverse impact, while maintaining or even enhancing product quality. Drying is
necessarily multi- and inter-disciplinary. I would say that today it is impossible to do useful
drying R&D without interdisciplinary effort. Many challenging problems remain that require
high-end research capabilities. It is my fervent hope that Drying Technology will make a major
contribution in this direction as indeed it has done in attracting a greater pool of researchers to
drying.
I would like to close by acknowledging the encouragement and active support of scores of
academic, industry researchers and staff in publishing houses, which made this difficult journey
enjoyable. My editorial teams, research groups and collaborators in the Transport Processes
Research Group (TPR), which spans the globe have made immeasurable contribution to the
success of this effort. The membership of these groups is necessarily dynamics and has kept
changing continuously with time. May I take this opportunity to say a big “THANK YOU!” to
all of them.
I hope the journey over the next decade will be even more interesting and productive.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2012
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Changes call for innovation, and innovation leads to progress.
– Li Keqiang
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Editorial No. 21

Vision 2020 for Global Drying R&D
This journal has had a successful run in excess of three decades. Of course, like all new
initiatives with no historical database to plan the future, we have had to go through some rough
patches and unusually hard work, which was totally unexpected but required to keep the
publication schedule uninterrupted. In the first decade, it was not uncommon practice for me to
invite papers for publication from a number of well-regarded authors from many countries whose
native language was different from English. Despite their best effort, many such papers required
not only technical review but also line-by-line corrections and then retyping on electric
typewriters, since the journal was printed from camera-ready manuscripts for some 15 years after
its inception. Without the benefit of e-mail and efficient word processors, managing the editorial
process was an extremely difficult and time-consuming task that is unthinkable today even for
me. However, I thought it was well worth the effort and I made time for it by sacrificing leisure
time, weekends, and even vacations. Today, I still need to do the same but the output has more
than doubled with the same commitment of time.
I believe that we now need to do some soul-searching and try to steer the journal, and indirectly
drying R&D activities around the world, to a new path of innovation and sustainability. Both of
these words are overused and under-appreciated these days. Yet they are very important. Over
the past three decades, we have succeeded in building up a solid foundation as far as the basic
knowledge about drying is concerned. There are still big cracks in our knowledge base in that we
still do not have a fully predictive mathematical description of drying processes that can handle
all types of materials in hundreds of dryer types. This may never be fully feasible, but perhaps
we do not need to get there by 2020. We must take definitive steps in that direction, however.
Now we need to utilize this knowledge to arrive at good design and analysis tools that reduce the
degree of empiricism needed today, which limits innovation. We cannot depart far from existing
designs, as we do not have prior experience with them. The risk associated with innovative ideas
is high. No wonder we see little change in dryer designs, even after decades of R&D. The cost of
innovation can only be reduced if we have reliable mathematical models that can leverage on
advances in computing hardware and software. We need to be able to model both transport
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phenomena and material properties during drying. Even if we can do this for select classes of
feedstock’s (e.g., slurries or wet particulates) in select dryer types (e.g., spray or rotary dryers),
this would be a big jump over our current abilities in this area.
New drying technologies that have been known for a while but not utilized extensively yet
include superheated steam drying, pulse combustion drying, and hybrid drying utilizing different
heat transfer modes and/or different dryer types. This is because more R&D is needed to reduce
the risk involved. In the 1970s and 1980s, five different, alternative ideas for drying newsprint
and tissue paper were researched and even developed up to the pilot stage. However, they finally
all failed to become disruptive. Only incremental changes emerged to existing paper dryers. It is
not easy to supplant current technologies that have been built painstakingly over decades of
incremental innovation. Radical innovation is risky and not typically accepted when the
associated capital costs are high. Academics like radical concepts, which make interesting
journal papers; industry prefers incremental innovations that involve less or no risk.
I think we need to do a SWOT analysis every five years or so, as the economic scene around the
globe is dynamic and subject to change. What was a threat some years ago (e.g.,
nanotechnology), which took away R&D resources from many traditional areas, is now an
opportunity, since many nano-products are derived from wet processing and need drying.
Reducing energy consumption in drying was a strength two decades ago, but it may not be one in
the coming years if energy costs do not rise as fast as they were projected to rise some years ago.
Use of alternative energy for drying was an opportunity some years ago, but now it is threatened
by lowering of energy costs due to the development of “fracking” technology. What happens in a
sister domain anywhere in the world now has impact on drying technologies of the future.
The cost of R&D needs to be lowered without lowering its quality. I had suggested in an earlier
editorial that web-based networking and pooling the resources of diverse groups around the
world is one way to innovate, even in times of limited resources. Open innovation policies are
already practiced by many large companies; these need to be followed by smaller companies as
well. Interaction with local or even transborder academic institutions can help generate new IP
and trained manpower that can stimulate innovation. The goal of innovation is to reduce lifecycle costs and make the drying systems sustainable and cost-effective.
In the interest of brevity, I shall close my “Vision 2020 for Global Drying R&D.” I hope some
readers will carry the ball further and accomplish some of the objectives stated here. We would
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like to report on such initiatives. So, do write to me about your ideas and how you are proceeding
with your Vision 2020. Remember that 20/20 vision is only normal vision, contrary to popular
belief. In fact, we need much better than 20/20 vision to look into the distant future. We need a
think tank devoted to drying R&D. Perhaps a Drying Summit should be held at one of the IDS
meetings to obtain the views of the world’s major drying pundits, and these could be widely
publicized and debated.

Arun S. Mujumdar
2014
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